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About This Content

Get your motor running! Head out to the Milky Way! 1500CC Turbostomper engine, Custom paint job by Pond Pimpin'
Customs and built-in fondue system. Turn heads on the intergalactic freeway as you cruise easy with Derpl's Hot Rod skin!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Derpl Zork in Awesomenauts. You need to have Derpl Zork available as a playable
character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Hotrod Derpl Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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As a big fan of Starflight \/ Star Control series this game was very interesting to me.

A word of warning. This is pretty complex and definitely not "casual". You will have to learn and think a lot.
My biggest issue with the game are the unresponsive and awkward controls of the minigames. This makes it pretty difficult and
frustrating to collect resources. I don't know if that is intended to make the game "more challenging". But for me its the biggest
weakness and it makes it difficult for me to recommend the game to anyone. So I can only recommend it when you have a
certain frustration tolerance.

Pros:
Very deep gameplay. Longest and most detailed Tutorial I can remember having ever played. (Good thing!).
Good simulation aspect. Many stats to track an keep in mind. Satisfying to "level something up" or to find\/buy Equipment.
Easy to learn, hard to master.
Seems not dependent on "luck". But it depends on your "reflexes" an this can be a bit frustrating (bad controls).
Many short "minigames" for different kinds of anomalies to aquire different kinds of resources.
Beating the game unlocks new stuff.
Well designed interface. Albeit there is plenty information to show its clear and concise. Once you got the hang of it.
Many and detailed tooltips for each control or display. So its easier to learn the ropes of the game.
Lots of replayability. You cant discover everything in a single playthrough (time limit)
Time only flows at sepcial actions so the game waits for your input. No stress or hurry. Enough time to plan, compare and
decide. (excluding most Minigames).

Cons:
The things you can fly to in a star system are difficult to distinguish from the background. But there is also a list available.
The graphics is very "bare bone". Decide wether you can live with that. This is clearly a game which values gameplay over
appearance.
Some of the minigames to collect resources are difficult, hectic and annoying (because of the controls). This is the only issue
which lowers my fun playing. But probably you get better at it over time.
The controls of planet lander and away team rely on moving foward by moving mouse way from center. Here a button + strafing
would be way more convenient. I can hardly fire in the direction I want.
There are not really quests, story fragments or unique events that make the game feel consistent. The events (anomalies, distress
ships) are just generic and plain. I don't even know why I have to destroy the arch enemy. So you don't follow a story or lore but
its just resource management and leveling up through minigames.
This game tries to be a rogue like. Thus you are supposed to loose everything for every little mistake. I generally find this pretty
unfair and it seems the developers of such games don't value the time of their customers. I would find it more user friendly
when there where a load button to load the last save. Now I have to Alt+F4 when things go bad and start the game again.
Frustrating.
Since the game is a bit repetitive (resource grind) I can't imagine to win it 6 times to unlock the next of the 8 levels. For
completing it you must have plenty of free time and a strong will I guess ;).

Summary:
Complex indie space adventure\/simulation game. Lots of depth, fun, replay value and fairly priced. Some little quircks
(controls, missing story) but nonetheless clearly recommended.

Note: I play with Steam in offline mode. So the counted game time is not correct. I have at least 10 hours in the game so far..
Great deal and great music, although there are missing tracks.. Meiner meinung nach ein richtig gutes Spiel, aber keider viel zu
kurz. I tried to get on a game with my friends and we could not join it allways said no servers found. it sucks. hi waste my 10
doller buy this noob game not come new update failed soccer. I was looking for this game but unfortunately at the early access
this game is frustrating to play. Don't get me wrong. The game mechanics, graphics etc they are beautiful but campaign mode is
unbalanced. You either cant finish the objectives in time or go bankrupt. There is no difficulty setting and sandbox mode is not
accessible in this build which I was hoping to play. Sandbox mode is the lifeline in this kind of games and going early access
without it seems like a bad choice. My advice if this game is in your watchlist give it time before rushing like I did.. The
universe in peril from a malevolent AI and all the other heroes won\u2019t answer the phone? Better send in someone who has
finished this game then, they surely know how to kick butt.
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This game is a great example of a 2D ish shooter. The controls are tight; the story is pretty good and even though not fleshed out
it left me wanting more. The enemies are diverse and can be tricky to overcome if on the harder difficulties. There are also
enough challenges to keep you coming back for more and possibly enough to play through a few times just to complete
everything.

One of the many positive notes that really stands out is the soundtrack which is pretty awesome. The weapons are fun to use
although with the limited in-game economy their upgrade options are a little stunted, still nice to have though.

I would recommend this game for anyone who has a few hours to kill and wants to spend them blowing away robots. If
it\u2019s on sale it is a 100% must buy.

Have fun ^_^
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This game is really good
I hope persona will also be on PC, i'ill gladly buy it at a full price. I sort of collect any 2d space games for some reason. This
game is pretty good, but on my system it cannot create a save file so progress is not saved. I would give this a thumbs up, but
until I can solve this issue any windows 8 user may not be able to enjoy any content outside of one sitting.. The key to playing
games with 3dConnexion mice!

If you want to play games with a 3d mouse this program is worth every penny. It took me just a few minutes to set up with my
new SpaceNavigator and I was fragging in IL-2 Battle of Stalingrad.

It was all the important features:
* axis curves
* profiles
* input smoothing.

These features solve all of the problems associated with using a 3d mouse for gaming. In their default configuration 3Dx mice
can't deflect fully on multiple axis at the same time. That is a big problem in games like flight sims where you might need to
input full aileron and elevator at the same time. Curves solves this problem by allowing nearly full deflection to count as full
deflection in game. The smoothing also makes control precise and smooth, eliminating the jitters inherent to the very sensitive
3d mouse.

I have not even used the rest of the features in the app yet but given the awesome quality of the 3Dx integration I have no doubts
that they are also great.. So I tried this game out, hoping for the best. TLDR: It was very impresive in scope but as a player I felt
detatched from the game.
The npc's sometimes shot me and sometimes didn't, the ships I found I could not customise or learn to make.
Basically I just felt like the whole game was a repetative loop of "Now go here, now do this, no go there, now do that" steps.

I found it fun for the first few deaths, but I got bored once I started to see the game sections repeat themselves.
It feels kind of half finished, the content and vision are here but the player needs more personal elements.

In a very funny way, Duskers has what this game lacks BUT duskers lacks what this game has .... if these two Devs could
combine Duskers and Derelict.... we may have a masterpiece. Nice we game. Sit back and relax and try your luck. Go for the
upgraded weapons and avoid enemy fire, simple enough concept but can get tricky over land, air, and sea.
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